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The study team
Interested partners and contacts
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Alberta Lake Management Society
Pigeon Lake Watershed Association
Association of Summer Villages of Alberta
Alberta Innovates – Energy and Environment Solutions
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Dr. Patrick Hanington Dr. Mike Pauldon
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Assistant professor
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• Emily Buss – Survey design and data analysis
• Cerina Lee – Public engagement and survey
• Dr. Nicholas Ashbolt
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Alberta Environment and Parks – PP data
Alberta Health Services – Advisory data
Alberta Municipal Affairs – Property value data
Rec property real estate agents
All Alberta Watershed Associations
All Alberta Summer Villages
Water recreationists

The study objectives
1. Create a methodological framework for undertaking economic assessments of recreational waters
2. Develop a more comprehensive understanding of the economic value of ambient recreational waters in Alberta
3. Compare lakes that frequently have posted health advisories to those at which advisories are infrequent to
determine the economic impact of advisory posting

Our plan
1. Be inclusive of all lakes in Alberta
2. Address economic value from four aspects:
• Local businesses
• Lake recreationists
• Lake Summer Villages
• Provincial and private parks/campgrounds
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1. What is the composite value of spring/summer recreational activities at
recreational sites in Alberta?
2. Do health hazards also negatively impact on that composite value?
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1. Important regional employers
2. A large draw for lake recreationists

3. Serve as a useful indicator for how the public responds to advisories
4. Park use data will be helpful for categorizing lakes in one economic dimension

Applications: Provincial Park Value
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The study design: Local businesses
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1. Important regional employers
2. Some manage beach/boat access and facilitate use additional to PPs

3. Likely to most influenced by recreational activity level at lake
4. Group we need the most help engaging with for this study

The study design: Property values
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1. Useful indicator of the health/interest in permanent recreational location
2. Long term recreational users that are more affected by changes at specific
lakes
3. Value vs sale data could be a useful indicator of shifting interest in
committing to specific recreational lakes

Applications: Understanding property trends

The study design: Recreationists
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1. Determine the outcomes for a number of the economic variables measured in
this study
2. Can inform about how the average recreationist behaves when participating
in recreational activities at Alberta lakes
3. Provides insight into perception around rec water issues

The big picture and what we hope to contribute

1. A comprehensive understanding and reference dataset regarding the economic value
of recreational lakes in Alberta
2. A clear methodological framework for undertaking assessments of the value of
recreational waters elsewhere
3. An economic value baseline that is comprised of data from as many lakes in Alberta
as possible, that can serve as a comparison when external factors are perceived to
influence local lake economies

Applications: Clustering lakes by bloom data
Beach/lake advisory data on cyanobacterial blooms allows us to categorize lakes
based on whether they’ve had advised blooms in the past or not.
How do bloom advisories
affect PP attendance?
Do blooms have a measurable
impact on local economies?
Do bloom advisories alter
destination choice for beach
users?
Contribute another dimension to consider, additional to protecting public health,
when approaching management of these naturally occurring lake phenomena

Applications: Clustering lakes by bloom data

Our timeline
JUNE 2017

• Version one of the survey is expected to be complete. Interested groups can be involved in
piloting the survey for the summer of 2017.

SEPT 2017

• Hope to have begun securing data related to park use and property value

MAY 2018

• Advertise the accessibility of the online survey

JUNE 2018

• Use beach outreach over the summer to continue survey recruitment

DEC 2018

• Assess progress of economic assessment, confer with stakeholders
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Background to the study
2016

Supported by Alberta Innovates – Energy and Environment Solutions to
work towards development of DNA-based detection tests, intended for
use at sample collection, for various biological hazards/invasive species
known to affect ambient recreational waters in Alberta
(toxin-producing cyanobacteria, swimmer’s itch causing parasites,
invasive mussels, whirling disease *)

2017
Late 2016, the PhD student working on the above project was awarded a
scholarship, which freed up funds from the grant. AIEES approved us
undertaking an economic assessment of Alberta ambient recreational
water, to better understand the broader impact of the above hazards
beyond health.

What drove us to undertake this assessment

•
•

In 1992, recreationists using Alberta lakes spent an
average of $44.44 +/- $3.70 per day at a lake
>$1 million per spring/summer for well-developed site
www.sylvanlake.ca

•
•

In 2014 the average tourist visiting Sylvan Lake spent
$35.17 per stay
The total economic impact (aggregate of employment,
GDP, labour income) was ~$75 million

